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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

BFI' ITMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
.1,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

it' ashington, September 25, 1919.
am transmitting herewith for pAlication as a bulletin of

the Bureau of Education the report of a survey of the schools of the
city of Memphis, 'term., made under my direction.. I am asking that
it be printed in the following seven parts:

Part 1. Chapter I. An_Industrial and Social Study of Mem-
phis.

Chapter II. School Organization, Supervision, and
Finance.

Chapter III. The Building Problem.
Part 2. Chapter I. The Elementary Schools.

Chapter II. The High Schools.
Part .8. Civic Education.
Pairt 4. Science.
Part 5. Music.
Part 6. Industrial Arts, Home Economics, and Gardening. .

Part 7. Health Work.
(Respectfully submitted.

The SECRETAIty OF THE INTF,EIOR:

P. P. CrArrox,
Commiasicmer,

8
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I
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS,

TENNESSEE.

INTRODUCTION.

In April, 1919, at the request of the Board of Education of
Memphis, Tenn., the United States Commissioner of Education sub-
mitted the conditions on which the Bureau of Education would make
a survey, of the public 'school system of that city. These conditions,
as stated by the Commissioner of education, follow :

(1) That the board-of education, the superintendent of public schools, anti
all other public. officers and teachers connected with the schools will give me
and the persons detailed to make the survey their hetthy cooperation, to the
end that thosurvey may be Made nfost effectively and economically..

(2) That the survey committee be permitted to find the facts as they are,
and, in so fur us may seem advisable, to report them as they are found.

(3) That the findings of the survey Committee and such recommendations
for the_improventent of the schools as tatty seem to be desirable may be pub,
fished us a bulletin of the Bureau of Education nt the expensesof the Federal
Government for distribution; first, among the citizens of 'Memphis and, second,
among students of education throughout the country.

(4) That the necessary expenses of the survey, ificludIng expenses for
travel and subsistence for employees of the bureau detailed for this work, and
the honorariums and expenses of the one or more additional persons whom it
may be necessary to employ to assist in the work will paid by the board of
education. 'It Is understood, however, that the board will not be obligated for
expenses beyond $5:000. -

It is any purpose to begin the survey on or before May 12 and to Wive the'
field work of It finished In Junk. The final report will be submitted and printed
as early as possible after the 1st of July. Such portion as linty be needed by
the board In deieruthilng their building Policy for next year will be submitted
as much earlier than the 1st of July as possible:

On May 5 the commissioner was notified that All the conditions`
named had been agreed to. To assist him in making this study the
commissioner appointed the following commission:

THE 817E1'EY CORIMIESION.

Frank F. Bunker, SpcciaI.iist In City School Systems, Iltircan or Editcation,
director of the survey.

Thomas Alexander, Professor; f Elementary Edvation, Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

)Villiam T. Bawden, Specialitt in Vocational Education. Rttreau of Education.
Iiimm Byrd, Specialist in Ilealth Education, Oared Stales I'llblie 11(117ik

Scram.
6
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Elmer W. Christy, Supervisor of Industrial Education, Public, Schools, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Met cher B. DreSslar, Specialist-in School Architecture, Sanitation, Buildings,
and Equipment, Bureau of -Education.

Arthur W. Dunn, Specialist in Civic Education, Bureau of Education.
Will Earhart, Supervisor of-Music, Public Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alice Burrows Ferilandez, Specialist in Social and Industrial Problems, Bureau

of Education.
Florence C. Fox, Specialist in Primary Grddc Education, Bureau of Education.
Ada Van Stone Harris, Direr.tor of Elementary Practice Teaching, Public

Schools, Pittsburgh, I'd.
Carrie A. Lyford, Spectalist in Home Economies, Bureau of Education.
F. A. Merrill, Specialist in School and goitre Gardening, Bureau of Education.
JohnL. Randall, Specialist in School and Home Gardening, Bureau of Edu-

cation.
Willard S. Small, Specialist in School Hygiene and Physical Education, Bureau

of Education.
George R. Twlss. Professor of Secondary Education, and State High School

Inspector, Ohio State University.

Tbe field work began May 12 and was completCd ,Tune 7, except
that two members of the staff remained two weeks iiiiiger.

While the time for.,the. examination of conditions was short, the
schools closing for the year on June 13, nevertheless, through careful
organization of the work and through frequent meetings of the staff

definite and sitive1pfor the discuision of every phase of the problem,
conclusions in which all concurred were gine* reached. A. lough
the commission as a whole considered every important activity of the
work of the system; eacnember was assigned to the particular field
of hiS interest. The reports of the Members of the commission were
organized by the director of the survey and transmitted to the Com-
missioner of Education for his approval. The report is issued in
separate parts for general circulation.

TILE PARTS TO BE ISSUED. ,

1 .
.

Part 1. Chapter I. An Industrial and Social Study of Memphis.
Chapter II. School Qrganization, Supervision, and Fi-

nance..nance.
Charter III. The Building Problem.

Part 2. Chapter I. The Elementary Schools.
Chapter II. The High Schools. to

Pirt 8. Civic Education.
Part 4. Science.
Part 6. Music. - .
liart.6. Industrial Arts, Home Economics and Clardening.`
Part 7. Health Work. *

this study st_the Memphis schools is intended to be a study of
polio* and dr practiCes; not kd persons. The commission his con-

,.



INTRODUCTION. 7

sciously avoif.led either praising or blaming, crediting or discrediting,
individues. The matter of placing an estimate upon the -value of
the services which individuals are rendering is the duty of local 'au-
thoritics; it falls outside the province of the survey commission and
has not been attempted.

The commission.desires to express its appreciation of the courtesy
and consideration shown its memljs by citizens of Memphis, the
members of the board of education; the secretary's office, the super-
intendent and his clerks, and the entire school corps. Without ex-
ception, all cooperated to make the investigation as thorough and as
efficient as the time would permit. ,

. A special word of appreciation is .di the managementaloe the
Young Men's Christian Association for providing offiee moms and

-.equipment for the staff, without charge, and to the local company
handling the Burrough's Adding Machine, which very kindlYloaned
One of these machines to the staff.

A summary of conclusions and recommendations will be found at
the end of each chapter.

VI



PART 6. INDUSTRIAL ARTS, HOME ECONOMICS
AND GARDENING IN MEMPHIS SCHOOLS.

Covit.Nrs.-1. Manual trainingAlms and purposes; Narlety and flexibility to be
sought ; colored -schools; organization; elementary hand work; relation to other studies;
equipment ; course of study ; time allotment ; nature of shopwork; library. 2. Voca-
tional educationenrollment; program for the Vocational High School; grevocatIonal
classes; basis for selection; unit trade classes; part-time classes; evening classes; voca-
tional school for negroes. 3. home economicsIn the Central High School:, In tbri
Vocational High School; in the Roselle School; In the Kortrecht High School (colored);
in the Grant School (colored) ;'retlommendations. 4. School gardening - -time in school;
Memphis a pioneer In urdening; activities of children; occupation of children; avail-
able space; teacher training; summary of conclusions and recommendations.

1. MANUAL TRAINING.°

Limited provision has been made for manual training in the
Memphis schools. The supervisor of art instructionffas such
encouragement as was possible to the simpler forms of handwork
in the lower grades. The work has never been adequately supported
by,tho board of education, and has been confined chiefly to what a
ft v ambitious and energetic teachers have undertaken on thtir own
initiative.

During the past two years the energies of teachers and pupils in
all the schools have been absorbed in special work for the Junior.
Red Cross; tinder the direction of the supervisor of art instruction,
and a very creditable showing 'sills made. During: this period all
of the scheduled ivork in art instruction was suspended.

In one school, Rozelle, the buildipg. contains- rooms set aside for
shop and storeroom, but these stand idle for lack of a Washer and
suitable equipment. . 7

In one colored school, Grant, there is a woodworking shop, with
the usual complement of individual benches and tools. In the
West Special School a basement room has been equipped with
benches and tooli, but is unused for lack of a teacher. The room
is crowded and inadequately lighted, and, in general, nut Drell suited
for the purpose.

With these exceptions, and' aside from the home economies dis-
cussed elsewhere, Memphis makes no 'provision for handwork in
the elementary school0.- In this respect the city lags far behind
the school systems ;of other cities of -.her 'population tlAss.-
? 'r141108112,
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On the .other hand, the equipment and facilities provided at Cen-
tral High School compare very favorably with those to be found
in other cities. The room.; available include bench woodworking
shop, wood-turning shop, machine woodworking shop, forge shop,
tool-room, stock room, drafting room, locker rooms, etc. The benches,
machines, and tools in the various shops seem to be adequate for the
purposes in view, well cared for And in good condition. However,
the lack of suital5le guards on certain of the dangerous machine
tools was noticeable.

The teaching force appears to be inadequate also, since at the
time of the survey two instructors were supervising the work of
four classes in four different rooms.

The equipment for bench woodworking at the Kortrecht High
School, colored, may have been satisfactory at the time it was in-
stalled r me years ago, but it is wholly inadequate now. The con-
ditions ef building and equipment generally at this school are in-
excusably bad, and it is doubtful if renovation or repairs can make
them acceptable.

The work of the Crockett Vocational School tliscus,cil in the
second section of this Part.

AIMS AND PURPOSES.

Handwork in the elementary school may be, employed for the ac-
complishment of at least three distinct educational ends: (1) To
develop manipulative skill, and the ability to "do" things; (2) to
impart knowledge of materials and processes of construction; and
(8) to vitalize the instruction in various subjects of study, such as
geography, history, and language.

Very young children do not respond spontaneously to a program
of handwork designed primarily to accomplish the first of these
aimsthe development of manipulative skill. They lack interest
and the necessary basis for muscular control. Nevertheless, the child
likes to make things, and although results are crude at first, his
ideals are capable of cultivation, and from grade to grade increasing
emphasis may be placed on accuracy and precision of workmanship.

Methods awl processes of handwork designed to accomplish the
third of these .aims, vitalizing the instruction in various subjects;
are well adapted .to the instincts and capacities of children in the
lower grades. Such work includes the arrangement on the sand table
of the settings of various stories Which .form part of.the instruction
in reading, and of scenes and events sekEted from history and
geography. It includes also the mocking of altuall articles that serve
aome.purposes in the schoolroau, asi well- as the representations of a
considerable, varieky of objects Salm up ;4 the course of the regular.
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studies. These may include the implements used in carding, spin:ling,
'weaving, etc.; series of small models or representations of various
types of vehicles, to show the development of transportation; types
of tools, utensils, and the like.

Handwork, when suitably organized and presented, has a twofold
educational value for young children ; not only does it serve to illus-
trate- and vitalize the instruction. in the regular studies by giving
a richness of meaning to words and ideas through concrete expres-
sion, thus making the instruction more effective, but it alsi, serves
in a very definite way to extend the child's field of knowledge and
experience through acquaintance with a variety of materials, their
most obvious properties and uses, and to a limited extent, their
sources and methods of preparation for commercial use.

Work of the type first mentioned is of value chiefly as discipline,
for the development of technic, muscular coordination and control,
and for the development of ideals, not only of artistic excellence
and fitness of an object to its purpose, but also of good workman-
ship and the relation 'between effort and accomplishment. It is
important in handwork which has these objects in view to maintain
constantly progressive ideals of excellence in workmanship and de-
sign; and to undertake only such constructions and processes as are
reasonably within the capacities of the children.

Activities designed to vitalize the instruction in other subjects are
of value chiefly for their contribution to the effectiveness of the in-
struction in those subjeCts, and for the opportunity afforded for the
free play of the child's imagination in self-expression and self-
direction. Here also progressive standards of technic should be
applied, but not to the extent of discouraging. the child from thinking
and ,acting independently. The emphasis should be on spontaneity
.and the general effect to be produced by. the representation, rather .

tlumupcn process and technic.
That type of handwork which aims primarily to i!npalt knowledge

of mate4s and processes of construction is perhaps,not sharply.
-distinguiged from the other two. It overlaps both, and becomes of
increasing importance with the progress of the child through the
grades.

These three types of work have important places in the education
of young children, and should.be provided for adequately in all ele-
mentary schools.

Because of the changes in emphasis, and for administrative reasons
which will appear hereafter,' it is convenient to divide the eight grades
of the elementary.school into two. groups, 1 to 4 and 5 to 8, and to..
plan the program of handwork accordingly.. .

In the 'earlier:grades. the best results are secured when the hand..,
work. is 'taught brthe 'regular-grade teachera. It is much easier lot
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these teachers to relate the work to the other studies and activities
of the children. With the progress of the children through the
grades, however, the work becomes more andcmore complicated, and
the tools and processes more difficult of manipulation. In time the
point is reached beyond which it is impracticable to expect the grade
teacher to acquire the necessary technical skill and knowledge to

carry on this work in addition to all the other requirements of her
. .

posaion.
Experience in a number of cities has shown that the fifth grade

Marks a convenient point at which to introduce departmental methods
in dealing with certain special subjects, as handwork and music. In
case it is impracticable to employ a teacher to give her entire time to
a special subject, as handwork, it is sometimes possible to secure very
satisfactory results by a division of labor among the grade teachers

in a building. Under this plan' one teacher would be assigned all
the handwork in grades 5 to 8, another all the music, and so on. In
each such case the remainder of the teacher's time is devoted to the
regular work of her grade room.

Again, during the first four grades the handwork is the same for

boys and girls. With the beginning of departmental teaching in
grade five, it is possible to introduce a gradual differentiation in the

work. It is inadvisable to make this differentiation abrupt or ex-
clusive. While, in general, the interests of girls will tend in the direc-
tion of sewing, cooking, and homemaking, and the interests of boys
toward shopwork and drafting, both sexes should have the opportu-
nity to participate to some degree in both main lines of activity.

VARIETY AND FLEXIBILITY TO BE SOUGHT.

The most serious criticisms that have been directed against cur-
rent practice in manual training in these grades are that the work
tends to become too formal and that the range of activities covered
is too narrowly restricted. The practical difficulties involved in ad-
ministering a shop under school conditions have frequently led to
an objectionable formality in instruction and rigidity in method of
procedure, and too often the shop instruction has been limited to a
course in woodworking.

With tespect to the first criticism, it must be evident that manual
training loses much of its educational .value when it is reduced to
a routine, in which the instructor does most of the thinking and
planning, while the activities of the pupils17consist chiefly in follow-

ing detailed diftstions. With respect to the second criticism; it is
to be said that, if time permitted, manual training could be made
much more interesting and profitable by adding to the woodwork

a variety of processes selected from a number of other fields, such
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as printing and bookbinding, simple metal work, electricity, ce-
men, and concrete.

The service rendered to children by the manual arts should not ,

be limited to its contribution ts) general education, even in the ele-
mentary school, though this may properly be the primary motive.
So long as children are permitted to leave school at 14 years, or
thereabouts, the school must offer in its curriculum some rational
preparation for the life struggle which the children arc to enter.
The nature of this struggle, in our complex social and economic life,
calls for something more than ability to read, write, and figure.

Beginning at the latest with the seventh year of school, there-
fore, and continuing through the high school, the prevocational aim
for most children, and the vocational aim for some children, should
receive definite recognition in thF public schools. While the influence
of these aims should not be limited to the work in the manual arts;
it is here that the most favorable conditions will,be found 'for its
expression and development.

By " prevocational aim " is understood the attempt to ttoiliist boys
and girls to study their own capacities and the possibilities cif their
environment, to "find themselves," and to make an intelOilk choice
at the right time of a future career based on some adegafate under-
standing of the consideratiots instead 'of drifting helplessly into
whatever chance and ignorance may offer.

The "vocational aim" will be served by any course or line of ac-
tivity which may be carried on in the school, or which may be en-.
couraged elsewhere under the supervision of the school, that assists
boys and girls to make some progress toward preparation for an
occupation that is definitely looked forward to.

In the junior high-school plan of organization, the seventh and
eighth years constitute the period in which the prevocational work
receives the greatest emphasis, while 'for most children spetialization
does not begin before the ninth year. It is a great error to suppose
that these opportmliges are offered in the school for the purpose
of encouraging ;boys and girls to leave school early because they
have received some preliminary training for jobs of various kirids.
On the contrary, tie primary purpose back of all this Work should
be to convince boys and girls by the very practical nature of the
work that it. is worth while to remain in school, and thus to keep
them under the influence and 'guidance of the school as long as
possible.

COLORED SCHOOLS.

The special problems of the colored schools are discussed elsewhere
in this report.. It is sufficient here to observe that what is said with. .

Were* 10 .haudwerk fot. white children applies equal: force
,
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to the schools for colored children. An adequate program of hand-
work should be worked out in the colored schools by a capable staff,
assigned to the task of making a careful study of the actual condi-
tions and requirements. The work should be placed on an efficient
basis and generously supported.

ORGANIZATION.

As indicated elsewhere, the survey commission recommends the
appointment of a capable man to serve as director of manual train-
ing and vocational work for boys and a capable woman as director
of home economics and vocational classes for girls. Both should be
responsible directly to the superintendent of schools.-

The director of boys' work should have charge of all manual, train-
ing' and vocational classes from the first grade through the high
school and including the special vocational school. He should .per-
sonally direct the details of the work in grades 5 to 12. There
Should be an assistant director in charge of the work in the colored
schools, and an assistant director, preferably a woman, to whom

should be assigned the task of introducing and directing the hand-

work in grades 1 to 4.
The duties of the director should be to organize the department;

to supervise and direct the work ofjalie instruction in handwork, and
in shopwork, drafting, and other vocational courses; to secure co-
ordination of the work of the various courses and of similar' work
in different schools; to arrange regular conferences of the special
teachers for discussion of the problems of the department; to organ-
ize the staff into a group for professional reading and study, and
to make necessary arrangements for equipment and supplies. He
should be a man worthy of a salary at least equal to that of the
highest-paid school principal. .

The assistant director in charge of the work in colored schools
should be responsible to the director and should perform such duties
as may be assigned when a plan of organization has been agreed
upon by the superintendent of schools. He should give not more
than half time to teaching classes of children and should receive a
salary at least equal to that of the highest-paid. elemental; school
principal.

The duties of the assistant director in charge of elementary hand-
work should be to confer with the regular teachers in grades 1 to 4,
assisting them to introduce such types of handwork as they are now
prepared to handle, and to meet the teachers in small groups for the
purposes of instructing them in the technic of such additional lines
of ;work as it may be decided to introduce. She should, also prepare
outlineo of .couroma detailed directions for procedure, . and arrange
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for necessary equipment and supplies. She should 'give not more
than half time to teaching and should receive a salary at least equal
to that of the highest-paid elementary school principal.

ELEMENTARY HANDWORK.

The director and his staff should undertake as one of their earliest
tasks tli formation of a weThorganized scheme of handwork for
grades 1 to 4, which should be articulated as closely as possible with
the prevocational and vocational work of the later years. In the be-
ginning the lines of work for the first four grades should be selected
to meet the capacities of the various teachers available to handle
them, but notice should be given that after a reasonable time (say,
Sept. 1, 1923) grade teachers will be expected to teach the handwork
outlined in the course of study. Beginning with grade 5, a depart-
mentalized system may be developed, by which one teacher in a
building will be responsible for the handwork for the boys, another
for the handwork for girls, another music, and so on.

During the introduCtory period from 30 to GO minutes per week
should be allowed for handwork, but the school program and course
of study should be readjusted gradually to a more liberal allowance.
Ultimately it will be found practicable to set -aside for handwork
not less than one-tenth to one-eighth of the present school time in
grades 1 to 6; that. is, froni 2 to 3 hours per week, divided up into
from 3 to 5 periods, according to program conditiops.

In grades 7 and 8 (and 9 in junior high schools) the mammal arts
should receive not less than one-fifth to one-fourth of the present
school tiMe. or 5 to 7 hours weekly. The program should be flexible
enough to provide an even larger proportion of time for these pur-
poses, up to one-third or one-11111f for groups of selected pupils under
special conditions on an elective basis.

RELATION TO OTHER STUDIES.

A place for handwork in the schools should be found by a reor-
ganizatiwn of the course, of study and modified methods of instruc-
tion, and not by the mere mechanical process of displacing something
old in order to add something new. It must suffice here to suggest
veil, briefly those features of reorganization and method, which
would affect the handwork:

(a) To the extent that handwork ia4 used to illustrate and rein- .

force the instruction in other subjects (as language, arithmetic, .

geography, history), it becomes a 'method of teaching these subjects
and doei not require a special allotment of time of its own. By thus
making thtinstruction in these subjects More vital and concrete, and
hence, nmireffectiVe; the same groutid can be covered in TOR time.
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(b) The elimination from the course of study of nonessential mate-
rial (as certain obsolete topics in artithmetic) makes for a more
effective instruction and for economy of time. (c) More time for
handwork may be had by a redistribution of subjects in the various
years of the school. For example, it may be found that a subject is
spread over teo many years of the course, and that desired results
may be obtained with less expenditure of time for formal instruc-
tion. (d) The. introduction of handwork and other features of the
modern school, such as physical exercises, games, dramatizations,
music, serves to niake the school work 'more interesting and more
enjoyable, so that, even if the aggregate time actually devoted to. in-
struction is not materially increased, more can be accomplished with
less fatigue and with greater satisfaction to both teachers and pupils.
(e) The current tendency in the direction of a longer school year
and it longer school day offers at least a partial solution tid theTrob-.
lem of providing for new activities. (f) The segregation of certain
types of special pupils in special-classes makes for more effective
and more economical use of time. These pupils include : (1) Those
who are making more rapid progress through the grades than-the
normal rate of one grade per year; (2) those who are slower and
retarded; and (3) those who are below normal, physically or men-
tally. d

SCOPE OF WORK.

The object in view should be a well-organized and articulated
scheme of handwork, incorporating the best features applicable to
local conditions that have been developed by progressive cities, with
lines of work of sufficient variety and scope to meet the approval of
modern educational thought and adapted to the capacities and needs
of children at successive stages of growth. -

The work should connect intimately and efficiently with the activi-
ties of the kindergarten and the training of the home, on the one side,
and with the practical demands and actual conditions of the life
careers into which the young people go when they leave school, en the

. other.
The work ill the first four years should be adapted as closely as pos-

sible to the requirements of the reorganized course of study and
should involve the manipulation of materials and processes in paper
and cardboard, textiles, basketry, weaving, and drawing. Beginning
in the fifth year the lines of work may well diverge with the varying
interests of boys and girls, and for the boys should include opportune=
ties for work in thin wood and elementary processes in bookbinding,
printing, clay, cement, plaster, and such other groups as further study
of conditions may indicate.

I .1
boysIu stillthe seventh and eighth years the cloys should carry stall ,rurtner

the problem in printing and bookbinding, and to these 'should be
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added suitable work in copper, braes,Iron, leather, cement, and con-.
crete, electricity, benchwork in. wood, and mechanical drawing. The
woqdwork may well include some simple framing and carpentry.
All the shopwork should be made as practical as possible.

Effort should be made. also to study and provide for the needs of
special groups of children, such as those who are for any reason rt
tarded in physical or intellectual development or in their progtess
through the grades.

With the amount of time suggested, it will be possible to devote
sufficient. attention to mechanical drawing in the elementary schools
to enable all boys to make and read simple working drawings, and to
provide for a few an introduction to the elements of architectural or
machine drafting. All the mechanical drawing should he practical
in character and in accordance with approved htundards-.of 11
manship. This work should be under the supervision of the director.
of manual training and taught by shop teachers, or by teachers who
are familiar with shop conditions and who keep in close contact with
the school shopwork.

. EQUIPMENT.

As rapidly as plans an be developed, and teachers made available,
an industrial shop for boys should be opened in every elementary
school (and junior high school), white and colored. The equipment-
and arrangement of the shops should be somewhat different from

`those now in use. The typo of shop that has existed in the past de-
veloped under the influence of traditional school ideals of class units
:ntl rigid programs, and although there has been much more .freedom
and flexibility in the shop than in the-Usual classroom, there is need
of still further flexibility.

The new -type of shop is conceived as a laboratory in which real
problems may be considered and solved by the pupils. Such prob-
lems may frequently involve other processes than those found in
woodworking, find it is desirable to proviple eqUipmentin sufficient
variety to preVent the work from being confined in too narrow lines.
The transformation in shops and equipment should be brought. about
gradually to enable teachers to prepare themselves for the new con-
ditions. Nothing is gained by addinrtools or. materials which teach-
ers are not qualified to use advantageously and efficiently.

It is not necessary that all of the.desired lines of work be carried
on in any one shop, though a coriderable Variety of .work,May be
thus provided. The object in View is to provide pupils with aswide
a range as practicable-of useful experiences, and this may be accom-
plished in various ways.

In many' cities where it is not practicable to equip every building
with a shop, it is customary to provide this 'feature at certain a een-

143805*-720------3
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tern," to which the boys and girls go from near-by schools. By this
arrangement the expense of providing shops, which-are used only
part-time, in each school is avoided. Ultimately, no doubt, each
school will have its own shop, but-for the time being enough centers
to accommodate the' fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades from all
of the schools should suffice.

These shops may be located in unoccupied rooms in present bUild-
ings; or in separate new buildings erected for this special use. They
may even he ground-floor or basement rooms if they are adequately
lighted and ventilated and provided with dry wood floors.

The average classroom in modern buildings, however, contains only
about 720 square feet, while an elementary school shop should con-
tain not less than 900 square feet, exclusive of lumber storage, tool-
room, and lockers for unfinished work. Too frequently this work
has been started under discouraging conditions id dark, damp, and
poorly ventilated rooms in a basement; sometimes a coal cellar has
been emptied for such purposes, and very little done to make it ac
ceptable as a shop. Local conditions must, of course, govern the
action taken, but we can not emphasize too strongly the necessity for
providing good air and light in the school shops.

Next in importanab to the shop room is an adequetl and well-
selected equipment. At one time this meant a full set of tools for
each boy who reported to the -shop, but modern practice is much
more economical. Each boy should have a work bench and vise,
and each bench should be equipped with a few thols, such as a plane,

.chisel, ruler, brush, and possibly a back saw. Beyond this a smaller
number of each kind of tool is required, since they may be used in
common by all of the boys. The number of different tools need not
be great, but the quality should be the best. It is well to standard-
ize in the beginning as to the brand of tools, in order to facilitate
repairs and replacements later on. Most elementary school shops
are equipped with small benches, which are arranged in sows like
the desks in a schoolroom. There is, -however, a growing tendency
to use long benches, placed against the walls, and through the cen-
ter of the room, thus providing a greater amount of open floor space
for the assembling of projects. Each shop should.-contain a sink
and water connections and, where available, a gas hot plate.

COURSE OF sTuDy.

Emphasis should' be piked on the impOrtance 4- handwork in
all of the, grades, beginning with the first and extending through
the fourth, a field which has Snot been adecidately developed. Dur-
ing this period the work may well be carried on in the regular class-
mom and-be undertaken by both boys and girls. Heretofore, even in
school systemt recognizing the value of such work, paper and card-

.
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board have been almost the only materials used for motivating the
regular course of study. In some cases an understanding of their
appropriateness required a decided stretch of the imagination, even
for children. The great value of hand work in these grades is not so
much the manipulative processes themselves as the motivation which
it provides for lessons in geography, language, arithmetic, and other
academic subjects. As-an example of such work, the following de-
scription is offered of a prOject which was successfully carried
through with a third grade, Ala was reading at the time the story
of Robinson Crusoe.

A plain table was placed in the classroom and a fOw, tools, such
as a back saw, coping szt, hammer, and pliers were provided, and
a wooden saw box which enabled the boys a dkgirls to work with a
considerable degree of accuracy. Now, with -ariOus sized strips of

1\

wood. of indefinite length, secured from tile shop for older boys,
with glue, brads, and various other mateiltals readily supplied by
the children, a wonder u 'ouse and stockade, as, well as the furni-
ture used by Ito nns .rusoe, were constructed to the great delight
of the children. It is not necessary that the teacher be skilled' in
the use of tools to undertake such work, nor is it necessary that
each child .take part in the actual construction, although eachone
should make some contribution. Sitidlar problems have been worked
out in connection, with the sand table. These problems should be
suggested by the work at hand, and should be undertaken without .

particular emphasis on proper tool practice or sequential tool
processes. .

By the time boys, reached the fifth grade they are old enough
and generally large enough to go to the shop at least one hour per
reek, where better facilities for work may be provided. At this age
boys are still interested in toys and playthings, and these may well be
made the basis of the year's work. The use of coping sZtws in cutting
varim.s figures out of thin wood is a rich field, especially if the work
centers around seine- seasonal, civic, or historical subject, such as
gifts for Christmas, -a circus,menagerie, or the animals at the zoo, or
the Eskimos with their dogs and sleds. -Tite .work in this grade
should be confined to the use of the simplest tools, although by means
of jigs and special devices, eliminating he necessity for fine manipu-,
lative skill, the scope of the work ma/ Neat-
ness

greatly -enlarged. Neat-
ess and accuracy bhould alWays be dimanded, but the chief problem

is to direct their interest toward ',those things which boys of their
development and experience can do well rather than permit them tO-
undertake hose things which are obviously beyond their ability.

In the si
.;:$

e tb more general. use of tools and the making
of articles req ins;some degr6e of skill is -advisable, but still. the
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desire to create shoi;ld not be curbed by demands for,technic. Again,'
the use of mechanical aids, such as, planing jigs and saw boxes, are
easily justified when the larger problems of utility, service, con-
struction, and design are kept before the pupils. A boy in the sixth
grade should learn to use the plane, saw; chisel, knife, screw driver,
etc., and he shOuld not be permitted to use them improperly, but
such knowledge or skill is acquired slowly and generally through
a realization of its necessity in order to accomplish satisfactory
results rather than through continued practice on abstract pieces or
models which lose their Value in the estimation of the boys as soon as
their construction has been accomplished. They should be required
to plan their work anti also learn to work from dimensioned' draw-
ings, but need not be required to make such drawings.

In the seventh grade the importance of.technic should be brought'
sharply to the attention of the boys, and' a study of tool processes
may well be undertaken. Problems in soft wood requiring simple

tut accurate joinery are appropriate. A study of mechanical draw-
ing may well begin at dais point andone-fourth of the time allotted,
to shopwork seems to be about the correct proportion. Complete a,
and direct correlation with the construction problems is no longer
considered essential, but the work in drawing should not consist of
sheets of abstra& line; and geometrical problems, but begin at once
on drawing of real objects. .

The work of the eighth grade should be a continuation of the
work of the seventh grade with the introduction of more difficult
problems in both construction and. drawing as well as practice in the
staining and finishing of wood.

The suggestions made herein contemplate emphasis on problems
which require constructive thorsht on the .part of the pupil,'stimu-
late the development of ingenuity. and initiative in dealing with
new situations, insure the formation of correct habits of technic and
craftsmanship, and occasionally deinaqd cooperative effort in which
the students work together in groups' on a single project. Too often
school training has tended to repress independence and resourceful-
ness in the child, and to discourage the cooperative spirit, through
.tite teacher's 'preliminary analysis of processes, and through' refine-
ment in details of directions for procedure. These faults in method
have often resulted from overburdening the teacher with to many
pupils, and from the utter insufficiency of the.time allowed.

To provide problems to be solved by the pupils instead of by the
teacher is much more difficult than to outline, courses of models or
exercises. Nevertheless,. it is arj ide41 toward which public school
work ip the manual arts isending, and as an ideal it has the advan-
tage orrepresenting a type of work that produces the'maxinuun of
interest and profit for both teacher andjupil.
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At the same time supervisor and instructor must not be permitted
to lose sight of the yalue to both teacher and pupil of careful analysis
of every individual problem, antl of.definite and orderly progression
in the year's work. Too moth enthusiasm for the freedom and fas-
cination of the practical-problem method of work, unrestrained by
insistence upon thoughtful analysis and systematic procedure, can
not be expected 'to vproduce results of educational value commen-
surate with the aliiount of energy displayed. The best teachers will
be found to depend much on the analysis of each.probleM into its
successive steps; and a study of the history of manual training will
show that 'the content value, or educational value, comes only after
such analysis has been made, or in the 'process of making it. For
this reason, successful teachers _endeavor to have the work of ana-,
lyzing thg.problem done by the pupil, so' far as possible, though they
recognize that in the earlier stages it must necessarily be done by
the tea0er.

The';hop courses in Central High School should be continued, and
Modified in such way as to permit students- who do not expect to
enter college to elect a larger proportion of shopwork. The content
of the shopwork courses offered, and methods of instruction, should
be based on the opportunities open to boys and young Men, in local
industries.

TIME, ALLOTMENT.

The foregoing recommendations are based Oil a program provid-
ing 'one hoar per week for fifth and sixth grades and die and one-,
half hours per week for seventh and eighth grades. It should be -
considered is a minimum both as to time per week and minutes per,
recitation period. It seems unwise in a -systeM where manual train-
irig has had no place -too recommend a larger 'portion of the school v.
time in the beginning. It muse be recognized, howeve' that the
maximum educational vahie of such work can not in an sense be
realized in so short a period, and therefore in those schools from
which ti considerable number. of boys will, probably go direct into
industry,, this lime should be doubled or trebled. To inkrea.se the
time without broadening the scope of the Work could not bjustified;
so that thefie must be a new conception of its purpose.

The old idea'of manual, training was based on the coordination
of the hand and mind without particular reference to the kind of
work tot be 4ndertalten. As wood was the most available, easiest
wor ed, and cheapest medium of expression, it 'was naturally chosen
and t development 'of ,a sequential. course, was accompanied by
an analyst f tool processes which undoubtedly laid the foundation
for ihe tiaodert 'ob analysis and efficiency systems.' There is, how-
ever, a growing feeling among educators that node' with tools and ,,

I
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materials is a much broader informational subject and that it offers
opportunity to better acquaint boys with the great industrial world
which confronts them at every turn and in which a large propor-
tion of them are destined to play more or less important parts.

NATURE OF SHOPWORK.

In previous paragraphs, in conformity with conunon practice, .a
course of woodwork was recommended as a nucleus for the manual

'training work, and this seems especially appropriate in Memphis,
the greatest hardwood lumber center in the World. In accordance
with present tendencies, however, deviations from such a course are
not' only advisable but necessary if the larger values are to be
realized.

Taking advantage of the boy's natural desire to work with tools
we should direct their energies first toward the niaking of toys and
playthings, later articles; of more permanent value and utility;
second,.we should seek in their homes, in the school, and in the com-
munity. problems of interest and value which may be worked out
either-individually or by groups of'boys; third, we should go to the
industries for problems and methods which provide a source of val-
cable information and practice: I

In the first group, in addition to kites and toys, wagons and bird
houses, tables and work benches, we might include many of.the ac-
tivities required by the Boy Scout organisation, which would thus
be brought into closer contact with the public schools.

In the second group we find innumerable small jobs which\fan
and. ought to be done by boys. Much of the resourcefulness at-
tributed to boys raised on a farm is due to the great variety of de-
mands which are made upon them. Modern Wines of the most
modest. type provide, many opportunithls for hand work which
should be.encouraged and directed by the teacher of manual,train-
ing, among such problems being the soldering of leaking utensils,
replacing of broken window glass, repairs to water faucets, men d7
ing screen doors, rephiCing broken sash cords, and sharpening
hatchets, knives, and scissors.

In the.third group we S1lonld have work based largely on the
practices of modern industry Such work calls fqr some machinery,

"and where such is introduced; its nse should follow quite closely the
practices in commercial shops. 'Whether the classes are organized tb
study particular trades or to center their activities on some project
involving several trades, care should be exercised left Careless
methods be employed and poor and slovenly *ork result. Equip-
ment for the school plant when a number of similar articles are

.needecifalla readily into this group. It may well lead to a divisiosi
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of labor and repetition of processes to the extent .of acquiring '
considerable skill, but contrary to the tendency in industry, speciali-
zation should not be carried so far as to lose its educational value;
instead of training boys for one job only, they shotild be rotated from
job to job in order that they may gain an all-round training. There
is danger in such work of merely producing a quantity of market-
able material and neglecting the teaching processes, but properly
handled it offers superior advantages for real constructive teabliing.

LIBRARY.

Steps should be taken as early as practicable to provide, for the
use of both teachers and pupils, a carefully selected library of the best
current literature in the fields of the manual arts, vocational _guidance,
and vocational education. Some of the important items should- be
duplicated, and supplied to all shops or classrooms where their use is
appropriate. In addition there should be a small collection in each
school building, and a more comprehensive reference library located,
perhaps, at the Vocational High School. An initial appropriation of
$500 and an annual appropriation of $10d are suggested.

2. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Memphis has made an excellent start on a Plan for vocational edit-
. cation in the reorganized Crockett Vocational Schoa. On July 10,

1911, the board of education authorized the organization of the Mem-
phis Vocational Grammar and High School. and the school was .

opened in the old high-school building on September 18,1911.
From an enrollment in 1911712 of 188, the school grew to 469 in

1915116. Although an effort appears to have been made by those in
charge to develop a vocational school of high grade. lack of adequate
financial support, and the influence of the traditional school curric7
ulum and ideals combined to prevent the full realization of this aim.

In the fall of 1917 the State board of education authorized the
establishment of a number of unit trade courses untter the provision
of the Federal Vocational Education act. The name was changed to
the Crockett Vocational School.

In 1918-19 the school offered five unit trade courses, two years in
length, under the terms of the Smith4highes law, as follows: Archi-
tecture, carpentry, commercial design, home economics, printing. In
these courses 99 students we enrolled in the secood half year, as
shown in tbe table hereafter.

.

To be eligiblafor admission to these courses, pupils are expected
to have completed the equivalent of the *ork of the sixth; grade of the
elementary school, to be no less than 4 years of age, and to satisfy.
the instructor of their ability to profit by the Work. of the, course
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chosen. The requirements of 'the. Smith-Hughes law are followed
with respect to hours and division of time, subjects of study,qualifi-
cations of instructors, etc.

These requirements provide for a 6-hour day,5 days per week; 50
per cent of the time, or 15 hours per week, is devoted to practical
shopwork in each course; of the remainder, 9 to 10 hours per week are
devoted to the mathematics, science, and drawing related to the trade
in question, and 5 to 6 hours per week are assigned to nonVocational
subjects.

The school also'offers a four-year " vocational course," based on
graduation from the sixth grade, thus paralleling the seventh and
eighth years of the elementary school and the first two years of the
high school. The number of students enrolled in this course in the
second term, 1918-19, was 515, of whom 7 were taking a fifth year's
work.

The vocational course differs frnm the work of the other schools in
the substitution of a certain amount of shopwork and drawing for
portions of the regular course of study. Before this school can ac-
complish the objects for which it was established, however, it must be
relieved of the necessity of attempting tO offer Vocational courses
based on the ascertained needs of young persons and at the same time
to meet traditional high-school entrance requirements.

The Crockett Vocational School also offers1 number of evening
courses during the winter. None of these waRn --session at the time
of the survey, and limitations of time prevented a thorough study of
this problem.

ENROLLMENT.

According to the report prepared by the principal for the survey
commission, the enrollment figures for the day classes of the Crock-
ett Vocational School for the second term, 1918-19, tale as follows:

iloys. Olrb. Total Boys. Girls. Total

Regular day classes: Smith-111411e ;rade claws*
Grade 74. 44 47 91 Architecture 39 0 39

7 -2. 34 39 73 Carpentry 18 0 18
8-1 46 47 93 Commercial design 7 1 8

8-2 22 24 46 Ilome economics 0 24 24

9-1 ' 32 73 105 Printing 10 0 10
9-2. 10 29 39

74 25 9910-1 10 34 44 Total
10-2. 8 9 17

206
74 35

414
99

114.

Total

0 7 7 Runtinarl:,
=le clammycraves

206 309 515

Total 280 334 114

PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR THE VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL.

comprehensive program of vocational education should be for-
matted for the Memphis school system, centering in the Crockett
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Vocitiorial School. This program should 'provide for four main
lines of effort:

(1) Prevocational classes for pupils who have completed the
equivalent of six years work in the elementary school, or who, with--
out completing the sixth grade work, have attained the age and
maturity which enable them 'to profit by the special work offered.
The course of study should include a variety. of practical work in
shopwork and drawing. and should aim definitely to assist boss and
girls to study their own capacities and talents and the opportunities
open to them, and on the basis of such study and the experience
afforded in the school to make intelligent choices of their future
vocatidn. .(2) Unit trade classes, carrying out 'the provisions of the Smith-

Thighes law. These are designated primarily for boys and 'girls
14 years of age or over, who have definitely selected the tildes for
which they wish to preitare. and who are able to devote two yeird.
to such preparation.

.
4

(3) Part-time classes,-designed especially for young persons Atio
are employed, and who can give only a.limited amount of time to
further schooling. A considerable range of opportunities should
be provided, including a continuation of generdl education as well
as special technical and vocational subjects. Classes should be of
two main divisions: (a) Day continuation classes, for employed per -
son. who attend school one or more periods for a total of four to
eigl hours per week ; (b) cooperative day classes, for employed
persons working in pairs, each iiidividual working and attending
school in alternate periods.

(4) Evening clhsses, for employed persons Is years of age and
over.

PREVOCAT1ONAL CLASSES.

The largest contribution which the Crockett Vocational School
can make to the education of the youth of.Memphis is through the
day classes designed to serve a prevocational purpose. -

The necessity of providing vocational guidance and direction for
children who'are likely to leave school before the completion of the
high-school course, and thus to face at a very early age the demands
of industrial and commercial life, is coming to be generally, recog-
nized. For many years it has been evident that the public school'
offers more definite and more effective service to the boy or girl who
can use this schooling as a stepping -stone to further training in col-
lege '-

or university than it does to the. one who joust make the best of
it as preparation for a life career without 'the higher. aid. There
are many more boys and girls of high-school age who are not in
Achoot than there are in school, and the first and most obvious task
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of a program of vocational education is to study and meet the needs
of the thousands of children who are not satisfied with the instruc-
tion which the schools now offer. .

It is not possible to determine which children will continue
through high school, for, when questioned, many children and their c.

parents will make declaration of intentions which are subsequently
not realized. An effective plan of prevocational classes will assist
many of those whose plans. for the future are unsettled to see the
advantages of further schooling, and especially foltooling which
aims at preparation for definite life careers.

These classes are designed primarily for children of about 12 to
6 years of age, and should have a threefold aim (1) To promote a
better understanding by each individual of his own abilities and
qualifications; (2) to promote a better understanding of the meaning
of a life career, and of the available opportunities and means of
earning a living; and (3) to encourage the best possible use of indi-
vidual abilities and available opportunities: When work with these
objects in view it undertaken in a more or less forums! way as a class-
room study and through individual conferences between teacher and
pupil, with or without isits to commercial and industrial plants and
individual studies and researches, it is referred to as " vocational
guidance."

When the studies in vocations are developed to the extent of pro-
viding special equipment, so that the student may participate in
practical shop and laboratory activities on real projects selected
from a number of typical or fundamental vocations, with sufficient
time assigned to the practical work, it is believed that the papil may
be able to form for himself an intelligent relative estimate of his
fitness for the various types of vocations in which he thus engages,
as the basis for the choice of a life career. To. such special school or

..class has been given the title of "prevocational school " or " prevo-
.cational class."

The prefix "pre - ".implies a special kind of training that precedes
vocational training, and hence is not itself vocational. It is designed
for the young person who has not yet made a choicepf vocation, or
a choice among several opportunities for vocational education that
are offered, and who is presumed to receive therefrom definite assist-
ance in the making of such choices.

The latter part of the terM,." vocational," implies a considerable
variety of activities and a broad. outlook into possible future careers.
There shonlcbe included something corresponding to-the introduc-
tory phases of each of the main subjects of vocational education
(professional, agricultural,- commercial, industrial and homemak-

ing), the opportunity to enter upon'tk definite vocational course in

A
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some one of which presumably would be open as soon as a choice can
be made.

BASIS OF SELECTION.
The activities to be emphasized in the prevocational classes should

be broadly typical of occupations which are of greatest significance
in Memphis and the surrounding territory. To afford a basis in
fact, for this selection, a preliminary study was made of corinnercial,
industrial, and social conditions in Memphis, discussed in SeCtion Iof this report. From observations made in the limited time avail-
able, it is suggested that the following lines of prevocational work
should be introduced: For boysagriculture, pfinting, sheet metal,
,:apentu, cabinetmaking, automobile work, electrical work, me-
chanical and architectual drafting, salesmanship, business organi-
zation and methods; for girlscommercial subjects. salesmanship,-
and business methods; cooking, sewing, and homemaking.

In the following pages is presented an outline of a plan for pre-
vocational classes for boys. It is understood that the complete plan
will make corresponding and adequate provision for girls.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES.

Experience in other school systems has shown that certain fea-
tures are essential to success in the conduct of prevocational classes:

.1. At leitst one -halt of the time in school should be devoted to the various
lines of practical activity. Sufficient time must be allowed to accomplish defi-nite results in each occupational field. A six-hour school day, with two ses-
sions of three hours each, has found favor in a number of places.

2. One-half the that should be given to related work In language, mathe-
matics, elementary science, industrial geography, industrial history, Tiled, in
general, to preparation for intelligent understanding of and active participation
in civic and social responsibilities.

3. The work shokikk be offered, in the beginning at least, on an 'elective basis,
but all boys and girls who are likely to rrofit by the instruction should be
encouraged to take it. This department should be maintained on the same,.basis of dignified and serious endeavor as any other, and should not be con-sidered as a special provision for incorrigibles or for pupil's physically or men-
tally backward.:

4. As already indicated, Were must be variety in the practical activities
undertaken in order to give insight Into a number of typical vocational fields.

5. Teachers should be chosen who have had sufficient experience In the occu-pations represented in the course of study to relate the instruction to actual
conditions in the .industrial and commercial world. The closest relationship
should be maintained also between the shopwork and the related" work. Thesuccess of prevocational work is dependent in large degree Upon the teacher's
power to hold and tntereit the pupils and upon his qualities of adaptability,
originality, initiative, and keen. interest in the successful handling of theproblem.

O. There should not be less than one year, and preferably two years (the
seventh and eighth), during which the *pupil encases in several tYpiCal lines
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_of shopworle t laboratory work successively, followed by a period of one year
or wore in which he may specialize in a chosen line.

7. The pupils should be grouped in sections of not to exceed 15 to 18 each
in order to permit a degree of Individual Instruction.

UNIT TRADE CLASSES.

The special trade classes organized under the provisions of the
Smith-Hughes vocational education law should be continued. Other
courses should be added from time to time in response to evident
demand. So far as members of the survey commission could deter-
mine, however, these day trade courses are not likely to he the most
important feature of the program for vocational education in Mem-
phis.

Since the nature of the courses and the conditions under which
they are given are clearly defined in the publications of the Federal
Board for Vocational Education, it is unnecessary to discuss them
in detail in this report.

PART -TIME CLASSES.

The special classes here referred to are intended primarily to
appeal to boys and girl's who haVe left school to go to work, and
should be made a most important feature of the plan for vocational

education in Memphis.
(a.) Day continuation classes of many kinds should he organized

to meet the needs of boys Ind girl; who are employed and who can
_not be induced to reenter school on full time. Short courses, a few
weeks or months, in length, should deal with the specific problems of

certain selected occupations. Others should deal with selected topics
from the field of general education. Still others should deal, with
such special topics as health, recreation, civics, and citienship.

The class sessions should be from two to four hours in length, and
there shouldbe one or two sessions weekly, scheduled during regular
working hours. The physical strain involved in regular attendance
upon evening chisses following daily work is a very seriousandicap
on bon and girlenot yet fully developed. In general, it is believed

that youth under 18 years of age should not be subjected to this
strain and that admission to evening classes should be limited to those

will) bre 18 years of age or older.
In a.number of States legislation has. been enacted requiring em-

ployed workers of certain groups under 18 years of age to attend con-
tinuation classes for a prescribed number of hours on the employers'
time; Among these States are. Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and New
York. It is tjecommended. that similar legislation be sought in Ten-

nessee, and.that in the meantime Memphis address itself to the solu-

tion of this. problem. for her Wu children without delay.
4
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(b) Cooperative part-time classes should be organized in thoseindustries and commercial occupations providing the proper con-

ditions.
The essential features of the cooperative class include:
(1) A definite arrangement by and between the school and one

or more industrial plants. in accordance with which the theoretical
instruction is given by the school and tile practical experience 'is
given by the industries, and both are coordinated in a systematic
and j gressive educational program.t

(2) Villingness on the part of theinchistrial plant to make such
adjustments in equipment and processes and methods as are neces-
sary for prom2tion of the educational aims.

(3) Willingness on the part of the school to eliminate nonessen-
tials and to base theoretical instruction on actual practice and suffi-
cient skill in organizatioicto administer the plan successfully.

(4) Careful selection of employees, instructors, and student. work-
ers who are capable of being inspired with a vision of the responsi-
bilities as well as the possibilities of the plan.

(5) Administration of the devices of alternating periods in such
a way as to secure continuous and progressive action on the process
or job in the factory as well as in-the work of the student and the
instructor in the school.

In brief, the plan provides that the students in any class shall be
Vided into two groups, one group heingin school while the other is
at work. At the end of each period (one week or two weeks) the
groups exchange places end thus alternate between schoolttendance
and wage-earning employment. The student-workers are arranged
in pairs, so that the work in the place, of employment, is kept going
continuously.

In -considering the advantages of the cooperative plan in the
Crockett Vocational School it. is necessary.to recognize that the first
appeal is made to boys and girls not now in schoolto those who,
because of economic necessity. or indifference, have left school to goto work or to.lonf. In ,the next place, a strong appeal is made to
many boys and girls who are in school at the cost of much real sacri,
fice and self-denial. If some way could be found to meet a pait of
the cost, they can and will remain in school. i

Again, some lessons can be learned only 'through practical ex.7
perieace in the ways of the world. Some of these include the proper
relations between the material and spiritual phases of life, the mean-ing and value of in
relation between thei
ing of these lessons
to another, irrespec

y, the. meaning of . work and wages and the
and the importance of life motives. The learn-
of as much consequence to one individual as

ye of economic, intellectUal SoOial status.
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The cooperative plan is a contribution to the solution of some of the
problems involved, and hence its advantages should be placed within
the reach of all youth. i .

With these conditions in !mind, the special advantages of the
cooperative plan may be summarized as follows:

(1) The safeguards thrown about the young people in their places
of employment through the supervision exercised by the school id
the cooperation of employers show an almost unbelievable impr
ment over the conditions hitherto characterizing the employment a
minors in many places.

(2) The cooperative plan makes it possible for some boys and girls
to continue in cschool, because, of wages earned on half time.. Pro-
longing the period of active connection with the school and of contact
with sympathetic teachers and advisers confers an incalculable bene-
fit ongrowing-boys and girls and should lead to it permanent impetus
to better things.

(3) The plan would doubtless induce some to remain in school,
because the school work is thus made more interesting iind the student
can see a more direct relation between schooling and the -promotion

.- .
of his own interests. .

(4) The-experiences involved promote a more.eaiaest and thought-
ful attitude toward work and the responsibilities of life. .

(5) The plan discourages idleness and unwholesome use of time,
since the longer school day and year are fully occupied..with interest-
ing activities.

(6) The opportunity to engage in gainful employment of half
time, under suitable auspices, has a definite prevocational value,
assisting young persons to discover their tastes and probable apti-
tudes. .

(7) The successful-operation of a cooperative school or class
affords a convincing demonstration that a -reasonable amount of
work, under proper conditions, can be made to contribute definitely
to the development of youth instead of being, as kequently hereto-
fore, a.demoralizing, disheartening, and stunting influence..

(07 The plan gives the student, at the eery least, a foothold in
some industry.or occupation,so that ho does not feel lost when the
time conies to leave school and take up the responsibilities of self-
aupport. .

.
(9) 'It should be emphasized that this plan does not neglect the

.need for general education, but insures to each individual an amount
Of cultural and liheralizing education sufficient to serve as.a founda-
tion for further study, if he finds it possible to continue his educa-
tion; he certainly gets more of the cultural side of education than
he would if he had left school entirely to go to walk.

..,- ._
. .
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Inquiries made by the survey commission proceeded far enough to
indicate that a proposal to organize cooperative classes 'would be
favorably received in several industries in Memphis. Conditions
are especially propitious in the printing industry, and one or more
cooperative classes can be organized with a minimum of effort and
expense.

EVENING CLASSES.

A considerable variety of evening classes for employed workers
4,18 years of age and over should be offered not only in the Ciockett
Vocational School but in other schools as well in different sections of
the city. The importance of evening classes in Memphis has been
recognized for some time. Increased facilitieS and a more aggressive
policy, however, arc necessary in order to meet the needs of the
situation.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL FOR NEGROES.

,The plan for vocational education in tbe Memphis .sc }tools would
not be complete until adequate provisioA is made for a vocational
school for Negroes. This school should be well equipped and ade-
qqately supported and should include thojollowing featuies:

(a) Prevocational classes for those who have completed the work
of the sixth grade or wlip have reached the age of 12 years.-

(b) Day trade tlasseS, meeting the requirements of the Smith-
Hughes vocational education law.

(c) Part-tiine' classes.
(d)- Evening industrial and general continuation classes.

3. HOME ECONOMICS.

'1'lle teaching of Mime economics in the public schools has longsince ceased to be an experiment. -To-day-courses that cover the full
roimd of duties in fhe home are being offered. These are being pre-
sentel, according to well- worked out plans that take into consider
at ion the age acrd experience of the pupils. that they may become
adjusted to their daily life in the home and acquire a Imqwledge of
their future responsibilities and of the means of meeting them.
Changing industrial and social .conditions have been making s`uch
education more and more necessary. To-day the majority of home
anthers need to have not only administrative ability in household
management but.also skill in the performance of household tasks,
because domestic. help has grown more scarce through competition
with the industrifas in which higher pay and shorter hours have been.
offered. This has been true particularly in the South, where" the 'homes have been deprived of the abundance of ,household help to
which they have been accustomed to a marked degree, and Where the
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help that can be secured has grown less. efficient and responsible.
Home-makers are coming to find that peniouftl knowledge of the
household arts adds much to their comfort and independenc% 0.n the

?ther hand, educators realize that improved horse conditions for all
classes of people will. be a vital factor in natibnal progress, and that
the best means of reaching the homes is through the children while
in school. Thus a great responsibility resiS upon the schools, a
responsibility that they are only gradually learning to meet.

Some phases .of home economics education' have been -presented in
the-Memphis public schools for the past 10 years. Courses in cook-

ing and sewing have been offered.is elective to all the girls in the
Vocational 'High School throughout that' time. A special home
economics curriculum is offered ut Central High School, and courses

in that curriculum are offered as selectife to girls specializing in other

lines. At one time courses in sewing were ;given in the seventh and
eighth grades throiighont the city, but these courses were taught
by untrained teachers and for some reason were not continued.
This year courses in both cooking and sewing have been offered to the

girls of the seventh and eighth grades of the Ilmelle elementary
schooj. In the colored schools coitrses,are given -to all Alin girlS

above the sixth grade. The equipment installed at the Kortrecht
(Colored) High School a good many yea/I-ago has made it possible
to.rqguire the,work of the girls of the seventh, eighth.; ninth, tenth,
and eleventh grades attending that school and 01%1i/went more re-

cently' installed in the Grant School, Where all the other colored
children ;of the seventh and eighth grades. of the city are brought
together has been the occasion for .extending that requirement to
all the girls, of those grades. All of these courses have been inde-

pendently developed, and no scheme for home economics education
has; yet:been worked Out in the city system.

THE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL.

In the special home economics curriculum ridoplid in the Central

High ;School in 1917, cooking and sewing (and millinery) are alter-

mate fl as a major throughout the four years. They are also offered as

electiVen in the elective course. A good equipment has been provided

foc, tte.courses, and large numbers of girls elect the full 'curriculum,,

while the separate courses are probably as popular as the busy high-. ,

sehoOl program makes possible. Though a well-rounded coursd in

--lieene economics has not been worked out, conscientious teachers have

- done excellent work, and good "mill hale been obtained. This is
particularly .true in the sewing CO rses, in which the girls have
received. such thorough training f rn the simple garment making

to the more advanced courses in tilting and millinery that they
.

L
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have achieved a power that renders them capable of independent
work in this' household art. Less opportunity for acquisition of
power is offered in the cooking courses, and changes in the teaching
staff have interferred with the psxmanency of courses that have been
worked out. The courses a they now exist seem to lack progressive de-
velopment and to put greater emphasis on the practical phases of home
economics than vu the miderlying scientific and economic principles..
The alternating classes in sewing and cooking (one week sewing, the
following week cooking) miry be, feasible during the fist and seal nd
year before the problems become such as to require intensi study,
put during the last two years it would seem well to have cli rentinted
cohrses running continuously through a term. The systel of giving
the .courses in sewing and cooking on alternate thiys or throughout
,alternate weeks, has the additional advantage during the freshman
and sophomore yeas of givin all the girls opportunity of having
had some work in each line at hvhatcver period it may be necessary
for them to leave school.

The hours of the teachers at Central High School are entirely
filled with teaching. They have classes through the six regular reci-
tation periods 'hnd an additional lesson after the regular session is
o2r or students who are eager to elect a short course in home eco-
nTinics or for classesrr Red Cross work. nose teachers who have
two noon periods are appointed to assist in checking sales in the lunch
room. Thus every minute of the teacher's time in school is occupied
with class or other required duties and no free time is allowed for the
equally necessary conferences with individual pupils for marketing;
shopping, or other essential preparation for laboratory lessons.
teachers are too crowded in their schedule to give the proper atten-
tion to tlie organization and development of their courses, though
they are doing much for the individual pupils.

The method Of obtaining supplies for cooking is cumbersome and
unsatisfactory and -deprives the teacher of the opportunity to give
practical lessons in marketing that are so necessary. Orders must be
presented to the director of the ltinch room and goods delivered from
him to the cooking schools. Since orders must be put in several days
in advance, and, there is no established and regular time of delivery
from the lunch -room to the cooking school, the elemen't of uncertainty
and delay is a serious drawback to the system. Moreover, the limit:t ,
type of cooking done for the school 4unch does Aot'arlays 'makd
easy *to. secure the widely varied materials for which the cooking
school calls, white the opportunity so' dear to the 'housekeeper of
sectring supplies of fruits an vegetables when the season. is at its
prime and there is a sudden fall in prices is, denied -the cooking .

teacher.

.
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THE VOCATIONAL HIGH SC QM,:

The courses in home economics at the Crockett Vocational High
Sehool are elective for any of the girls at any period of their course.
As the Vocational High School is a junior high school, this means
that girls of the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth grades may all

-elect the same cout'us and report at the same time. Tills results in
the work: being 4fulte hopelessly ungraded. The lessons in sewing
must be largely inditidoal, while in the lessons in cooking the differ-
&ice in the maturity of the girls makes it quite impossible to develop
to food work adequately. An advance course in cooking, which
is carried out in the lunch room, has to be conducted almost without
supervision, as the cooking teacher is conducting another class at
the samehour. The teacher is seriodsly overtaxed by this arrange-
mCnt, for she conscientiously gives as much time as possible to the
supervision of_. the lunch room. However, too mall 'responsibility
rests on the untrained workers and they are not deriving from the
course the training to which they are entitled.

The introduction of a Smith-Hughes course hr home economies at
the VocationaHigh School this past winter has limited the oppor-
tunity of students to elect this course, since two of the three teachers
are now devoting three-fourths of their time to the Smith:Hughes
classes and the third teacher devotes one-half of her time to'Smith-
Hbghes classes. Twenty-five have\ been enrolled in these classes since
the beginning of the term. Each of these teachers has only one class in
hoine economics open to other students. Only 50 girls have been en-
tered in home economics classes this term, as against 125 during the
term prior to the introduction of home economics. The majority of
the girls in the Vocational High School desire to major in .sonie,sub-
jects which will enable them to earn a livelihood immediately upon
leaving school; hence they flock into the commercial classes. This.
nlakesit impossible for them to elect anything but the brief courses
in home economics.

For many jeers continuatia Masses in both cooking, and sewing
'have been offered at the Vocational High Schpol. These classes have
been held during the latter part of the afternoon or the Carly evening.
At present funds are being secured from the Federal Board for Vo-
c,ational Education for the maintenance of these classes.

The ungraded-character of the work at the Vocational High School.
a'serious detriment to its development. The teachers are brAdly

crowded for flee, partittllarly,the teacher of cooking. While the
equipment is fair, it is crowded into roOms that are entirely too small
for Comfortable accommodation of classes and is far .from being all
that the equipmentin a modern vocational, school should be. 'the

ace allotted to the lunch room is inadequate, dark, and insanitary,
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not a fit place in which to ask girls to work several hours a day. .It
is-Axell-to make the lunch room a laboratory for class work in so far.
as- posSible, but the work has no educational value unless carefully
planned and properly supervised. and this has not been possible under
conditions that have existed in the Vocational High School.

The majority of the girls,marry within a very few years after leav-
ing school, and even before thfit time*most of thein have the resfmnsi-
bility of the choice of food and of clothing for themselves and others,
therefore they should all have opportunity for short courses in home
making while in the high school.

THE ROZELLE SCHOOL.

The sewing and cooking courses in the Rozelle Elementary School
exist independently of the established school system, and represent in
a sense an experiment for the grammar grades. The courses are
elective.to the girls of these grades, 50 per cent of the girls electing
the work this first year. No credit is given for the work, and the
teacher devotes- only a small portion of her time to the subject.

lessonshe required of all girls Yi the seventh and eighth
grades and regular credit be granted for it, the course would quickly
take its place as a regular subject in the curriculum. Good rooms
have been provided for the lessons and a minimum equipment has
beeinstalled. This will %need increasing from time to time as classes
increase in size and new classes are added.

Thiough the egorts of the city h e demonstration agent a class
in cookery for seventh and eight grade girls hits been conducted
at the Guthrie Elementary Schoo The equipment installed by the
parent-teachers' asreiation for school lunches has made this possible.
The popularity Of the class with the gills affords the best sort of
argument drat the time is ripe for the introduction of the work into
file seventh and eighth grades asa 'permanent course.

THE KORTRECHT HIGH SCHOOL (COLORED).
.

The equipment at the Kortrecht High School may havabeen ade-
quate at the time of its installation, but it shows the Wear tend tear
of many years of use with practically no signs of renewal and no
Ap-to-date additions and improvements. Desks are only partially
equipped; there are no cases for sewing supplies; one gas range is
so badly out of repair it can not be used; there is no means of heating
water; and the walls and ceilings are dirty and unsightly. class .
periods are only 60 minutes in length,. frequently less. Laboratory
classes are exceedingly large `and two -teachers are required to look
after one In spite of these conditions the girls shoir
mendable afirit ofindust4 and the teachers an'enthiLisam and
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faithfulness that merits better tools for their work. The work is in
the charge of a supervisor of considerable training and experience,
but the other teachers have had no tr ning beyond their own high-
school work, and much of the tim act merely as assistants to the
supervisor. .Better results w e obtained if teachers with more
educational training were secured by the payment of larger galaries
and every teacher held responsible for a definite portion of the work.
If classes were a little smaller, each teacher could handle a division
independently and a higher grade of work could be accomplished.
Difficulty in obtaining supplies because of the necessity of an order
going'thruugh several hands and the uncertainty residting therefrom
is a serious handicap. particularly to the cooking ch,ses.

THE GRANT SCH0(4. (COLORED).

In the Grant Elementary School 'for colored children a good 'cook-
ing equipment has been installed and a minimum equipmerit for
sewing is provided. The room fitted up for cookt;ig is satisfactory,
but arrangements for sewing in one come'. 'rooin'are most
inadequate. A simple diningroom equipthent is partitioribd off at
one side of the room. Were ml similar arrangement made fon'a bed-
room and a sitting room, the complete round of household duties
could be" taught. A larger room slivild be provided for the sewing

. classes, and it should be amply ovided with !citizens, cases for ex-
Jiibits, and cutting tables. The low standard of class conduct pm-
.' vailing in thitl school would in-large measure. be corrected by thus
Aroviding.4eparate roonis for classes.

RECOMMENDATIONS FUR WORK-tHOIHE ECONOMICS.
.

A city 8.11pereisoP of Dome economics.,-Whatever the policy of
..lionie-econontics teaching agreednpou, it is of great importance that

Bilk}.' sup'ervisor of home edinomi9afibe appointed, that all the
'.:Cotuises may be properly planned and artiealateil, all expenditures

wisely made, and ,that teachers .well qualified and correctly as-
signed.. The city supervisor shad be a woman of broad home-
eco ics experience,'whose educational training has been thorough
anallthose .teitching has been sufficiently varied to enable her to

understand the .problemS dint ertni,kont both, the elementary and sec-
ondaty teachek.1 She shotildife kwoman of recognized administra-
tive ability, with tactful cersiivality ancl force of character, .so that
in dealing with other trained teachers. she:Will readily be recognized
as guide and counselor. In addition to the. planning and supervising
-of tho.,couries, she shimildbet intruited. with the pUrchaserof equip:
300 thellanziii* of roOfoSithe framing of the financial budget for

a'
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the department, and the choice of teachers. It will be necessary to
pay the supervisor a salary that is in itself a recognition of her
abilities.

2. The home-economics program. In view of present industrial
and social conditions, it is exceedingly important that all girls be
given an opportunity to study home making. In the ideal school sys-
tem, such 'training should begin in the fifth grade. Hand tririming.
may we'l be given in the lower grades, but the industrial work for
girls should be definitely planned for home making from the fifth
grade. Courses in cooking, ,sewing, and. housewifery should con-
tinue throughout the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. If
cooking is taught, in the fifth and eighth grades, and sewing in the
sixth and seventh, there will be opyortunity to roach most of those
children who leave school atthe age of 14 and to give, them some
training:in sanitary habits and thrifty ways that will be of value to
them throughout their futureilife. In the fifth and sixth grades, Vito
90-minute periods a week should be'devoted to the lessons in home
making. In the seventh and eighth grades three or four 90-minute
periods can be 'advantageously devoted to the course. Should it not
be possible to provide a sufficient number of school kitebens, sewing
machines, and home economics for all the fifth and sixth
grades of the city. it would be well lo introduce the courses in tal
the seventh and eighth grades and to add the work in the, fifth and
sixth graelrs just as soon as the finances of the city permit. Should
junior high schools he developed, cooking and sealing laboratOries can
be provided in them for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. The
work should beyequired in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. In
order. to carry out this plan successfully iu the Vocational High'
Schools, a sufficient number of teachers must be ,providml tha
biasses can be arranged for beg' ners alni for those Who are to take .

intermediate and advanced work. This will' al0 necessitate addi-,
'tional laboratory space. The lar r number of girls'thus provided
for and the better work made p *ble will amply. compensate the
city for this increased-expenditure. .

In the foitriyear high school anaileetive ebili,se'in home economics
should be offered allgirls during the first and second years. This
should include ,cooking and sewing, together with the theoretical
study of foods and textiles, that thevirl of this age can now grasp.
A special four-year hinne economics carriculiini leading to a home
economics diploma should be offered in high school thaset girls
who desire a broad and thoiough training in home making. This
curriculum should include the kens,* subjects that fork a basic
part vkall,educetion.,, as well **the salmi* and amid studies ape .

chilly related to home making.
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The four-year home economics course for high schools should--be
built up On the elementary work in holne economics offered in the
grades and should be strengthtned by the biological, chemical, and
social sciences. Foods and cookery and clothing'and textiles should
be offered during the first two years of high school as full credit
courses with the equivalent of daily recitations or double periods of
lahoratory practice. The method of arranging these courses should
be determined by the supervisor. Civic biology- should be giyin dur-
ing the first year, general geographi-dnring the second year. Draw-
ing, color, and design should run thnfillgh both the freshman and the
sophomore years. Thus d good basic course that can be elected by
all girls in the high school, even, though. they are not following the
home economics curriculum, will be offered.

,The foods and cookery offered during these first years should cover
all of the general science of cookery and the elementary knowledge
of nutrition. At the close of the course the girls should be familiar
with all the ordinary cooking processes and with the use of foods in
the body. They sholld he able to choose, combine, prepare, and serve
food to the family with a minimum expenditure of money and time
and maximum of health and bodily efficiency for the family.

In the same tray the courses in sewing and textiles should acquaint
the girls with the choice and purchase of textiles for all household
and family purposes, and the preparation of all household fittings
and garments for all members of the family..

These courses in the household arts i,n high school will differ from
those in the grades in the development of the underlying principles
and the measures of responsibility' placed upon the girls. A greater
degree of skill in handwork will be possible, and a wider diversity of
projects will be offered together with experimentation and practice.

I;turing the junior year of high school, dressmaking and millinery
will be given, with costume design and interiog decoration running
Parallel to these.courses in the art department. Those weeks Most

-
suitable to the presentation of the, mit. llinery lessons should he made

, of use that the methods employ in the different seasons may be
taught, and the remainder of the year 'should be devoted to dress-
"maldng. Double periods daily will be necessary for this work and full
credit should be granted.. Chemistry should be given in .the junior
year as a preptirplion for the more advanced course-in nutrition to be

.gken in the senior year. A well-developed course in houSehold
chemistry will best meet the needs blethe high-school -student, and
)lech a caulie should be carefully worked out. .

Diling the senior' year theAnaiurity of the girls makes possible an
intelligent handling of OW-problems of liOusebold madagement and'
he fulther development of many ptaies of tab- subject that have .

treated during the cooking courses, This year's. course
, .
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should inclucle.a study of. the family budget, the method of keeping
houstkold accounts, housewifery, laundry work. and domestic service.
The course in household chemistry offered during the previous year
should be followed by a course in dietectics, the care and feeding of
children, and 'nursing and-first aid. The interrelation of these courses
should be worked out by the supervisor, and they should bescheduled
to the best possible advantage:

Courses in English are desirable during the four years of h. igh
school; however, the lesttwo years of English may be elective with the
possible alternates of modern and American history. All the other
courses in the home-economics curriculum should be required and
should be credit courses necessary in securing the degree. -

In the Negro,schoOls provision is already made for'giving lessons
in home making to the girls in the seventh and eighth grades and
through three years of high school. As soon as possible this work
should be extended down into the fifth and sixth grades; and a full
four-year high-school curriculum similar to the home economics cur-
riculum that is to be developed in Central High.School should be
provided for. .

3. The courle of s4udy..--3-As the home-economics program is de-
veloped in the city of Memphis, the special needs of the girls in'the
various parts of the city 'must be considered and the course of study
must be framed to meet these needs. A fairly definite coarse can
be. outlined, but the supervisor may need to modify this for the
different schools. Such adification,will be necessary for the negro
sclioOlss especially. if the girls continue to leave school at an early
ago and do not return to take advantageof the high-school courses.
While there is at present no great foreign element to be considered
the possible presence of such an element in the city at some futhre
time will mean other modifications of the course to meet their needs.

4. Certificotimt of teachers.Though Stite and city laws may exist
fbr the certification of teachers, additional provisions to safeguard
the standard of home-vonomicstencliing in the city schools should
be made. The grade teachers should have had at toast two years'
special hoMe-economics training in normal school and tato years'
special himie-economikteaching. The high-school teachers of home
economics should have had the equivalent of a four years' home -'
economies 'course (two years of.the course May have been taken in
normal school) and should have a bachelor's degree in science.
They should also have had two years' experience in special home-
economics 111Vaching. '

5. Salaris.--The-salaries paid hinne-eoonomice teichers sl'ioujd he
a recognition of their training and experience. A minimum salary

' equivalent to the minimum 8111sury of grade 4eacherii'should be paid
those teaching in the grades, atid this:should 'increase from yieset4i'.._
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year. In high hool the salary should be equal to that paid other
special teach rs ith a maximum sufficient to encourage devoted
work, contint.ed'Study, and a prolonged tenure of office.

O. The, home-economics budytt.A home-economics bndget sufli-
cient to provide for the new courses to lie offered .from year to year.
and to pay for all necessary running expenses of the department.
should be worked out by the home-economics supervisor and oshould
form the basis for the provision of moneys for all expenditures.
Expenses will include teachers salaries, the purchase of equip-
ment and the repair of old, the supply of materials T9r cooking and
sewing, and the preparation of printed or typewritten courses ot
study and other expenses incurred in administration of the courses.
; 7. Type of equipment.A standard type of equipment should In'
provided in each one of.the schools in which courses are to be intro-
duced ,and should be kept in first-class condition by the necessary
replacethent and repair from; yeas to year. Teachers should not he
'required to make shift with something that demands extra exertion
to use, nor should students be robbed of the benefit of work with up-
to-date equipment. Good classroom space that makes possible sani-
tary care should be provided. Desks and tables should be of cor-
rect height and size;,cupboactis and supply ritoms should 1w pro-
vided. Rooms should be well lighted and completely screened.

8. -The lemon periiid.Legson periods of from 90 to 120 minutes
should be allowed for all laboratory classes. !Os fruitless to en-
deavor to have five cooking lessons in 40 or 45 minutes, because bad
habits of work will b formed and the teacher will find it possible to
give only very superficial supervision. It is possible to form school
programs for double pelt:ids if schedules are skillfully adjusted.

9. Size.of eh:amA teacher should not be asked to have classes
larger than 20. If the grades arc larger, they should report indivi-
4ions ranging in size from '1,G to .20 for cooking and sewing.
. 10.- A practice cottage.As the home-economics. courses are de7
veloped it will be desirable to secure practice cottages or :house
keeping apartments in which,,all the duties of the home can be
worked out.' These housekeeping apartments `should be planned for
in the new buildings as a pail of the home-economics dePartment.

11. Use of product of .sewing and cooking claVres.-In addition to
the personal sewing which the girls are ,always ready to do, they
should be encouraged to sew for others, that many tines of garments-
to spit differing needs and tastes may be made: Teachers may have
opportunity to introduce work for the Red Cross and other agencies
that will add. a neN element oL interest. In the cooking classes an

..eatlek fo.r:Ote nee Of the protinet.should be sought .whenever possible.
le eapticiallY .desirable in the high - school, Oases, where pie

Ot-P4101000P3i1.0,b437. iiiltiogt.nOcessary.
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4. SCHOOL GARDENING.

In making a complete study of the 'education of a child for life
it is as necessary to know his activities and environments when not
in school as to study the school plant, equipment, and methods of
teaching. This study has been undertaken to show how much of the ;.
time of the child in the upper grammar grades of the school is not
directed by the schools; how much of, this time is now utilized
profitably; the relation of idleness to the juvenile court.: and the
possibilities of school-directed educative projects that Will be of
benefit in the making of the future citizen.

TIME IN SCHOOL.

The Memphis city schools were in seeion 172 days during the
school year 1917-18.- Excluding Sundays, there are, 'therefore, 141
days when the child is not receiving instruction in regular school
sessions. No regular vacation school was conducted last. year,
.nor is one contemplatect during this summer vacation. The school
day for white children of the upper giudes is five hours in
length, and the children ars dismissed in practically all eases at
2.30 p. in. The daily session for colored children is also five' hours..
in length, but the sessions begin one-half hour later in the morning',
and all schools are dismisse4 at 3 p. m. Contiduation classes or
playground activities are not conducted by the schpols after the
regular school hours or during the suinmer vacation. Children of
the city of Memphis must, therefore, look to other agencies than

9 the §chools for education, occupations, and play during 141 week
days of the year and for 5 or 0 hours of each school day.

The playgrounds of the city are conducted as a municipal activity
under the direction of the recreation commission. In this woik
organized games and free play activities are oltered, but little at-.
tempt has been made to correlate the activities of this dixision with
educational or occupational activities of children.

These industrial subjects are not completely organized in'the regu-
lar sohool course, as shown by other chapters of this report.. In the
few grammar schools where manual work and doineStic science have
been introduced the equipment is not used after.school hours or in
vacation.

In the class instruction the regular academic studies are not largely.
vitalized by field excursion or nature study material brought to the
classroom.' A' few. of the teachers report field trips and labor toffy

swork in nature study, geography, and biological sciences, but this
work is left largely to the individual teacher.

Ir.
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MEMPHIS A PIONEER IN SCHOOL GARDENING.

' Several years ago Memphis organized a rather ambitious plan for
garden work in the public schools. It may be said that Memphis is
one of the pioneers in this' work, as this beginning was made at a
time when the educational value and need for this work was not as
well understood and approved by educators as it is today. The
superintendent who initiated this work resignethand the work was
dropped. Only spasmodic attempts have been made to revive this
activity until the past season, although work with adults has been
conducted by the Farm Bureau. Through the efforts of the city
schools, the parent - teachers association, the Farm Bureau, mind the
United States School Garden Army of the National Bureau of Edu-
cation a plan of instructing many school children is hone gardening
was inaugurated last spring. About 3,800 children were enrolled in
the United States School Garden Army and the garden expert of the
Farm 'Bureau was made supervisor of the Garden Army' work.
Teachers volunteered their services and rendered efficient aid until
the closing of the school year. Vo Money vas furnished for employ-
ing teachers duiing the summer, and much of the educational and
occupational value of the work will be lost through inadequate super-
vision. In order to keep up the enthusiasm and furnish the educa-
Lionel value of gardening to children, they must be visited and gardim
instruclion given often. It is impossible for one person to visit and
instruct 3,800 children in gardening, and some of the value of this
work has been lost through this lack of naequate-paid supervision.
Under war conditions, volunteer supervision has hem eirectiArbut
in the long runit has proven unsatisfactory.

ACTIVITIES OF CHILDREN DURING THE OUT -OF-SCNOL HOURS.

In order to get information on the present out-of-school activit ies
of Memphis children, h questionnaire was sent to the teachers of
grammar grades 4 to 7, inclusive. Reports were received from 4,967
white and 1,800 colored children. The eight grade is not generally
considered a grakninar-school grade in the South and was not in-
cluded when the information was collected. As this grade 4s con-
sidered a part ,of the grammar. school in Memphis, it should' ;eve
been included. In other surveys the same general averages 1M1d for
this grade as for the others, except that the number employed, espe-
cially boys, is Altril 5 to 10 per cent larger.

Of the 6,772 white and colored pupils reported, 1,027 or 15 per cent
are employed in. money-earning occupations away from the home
after school hours and 976 or 14 per cent in,vgeation. The typei of .

eh. kr errand.cauravjaavossu luaus,. -1r am: greatly, but paper Liu.) a, uuy
MatItifiCturilli plants predominate. The per Zekt of mi _

-
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ploymentof girls is much less than that of boys. The number of
girls employed is unusually small. Girls are employed in running
errands and as helpers in homes or in the care of small children.
The average earnings per week of these children is $2.08 per week
during after school hours and $4.62 per week in vacation. The aver-
age. amount of money earned per weer; is least for the colored girls.
The Amount of employment outside the home doet not vary greatly
in the different. sections.of the city, but in all cases the amount of
employment is less in the more congested areas of the city. This
fact is surprising since the amount of home work ,is also less in the
same schools.

Orrapalialof children in painful parxiiiln nut:tidy thr
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Total 6,772 1,027 .2.00 975 14 4.82

A lintels larger numbepof children have some duties at home than
are employed in gainful occupation away from home.. Sixty-three
per cent of the 6,772 children reporting claim to have some .regular
home work.' Tip number of hours of employment of these pupils
is small, averaging only four hours'per week for white children and
ubout seven hours for colored children; children are encouraged
by receiving soe piryfrii them]: dellt home. The amount of
home employment decrease; in Will1nore congestedrmeetion of the city.

occupoon of children at house.
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When children are not in school or do not have definite occupation,
the fact is always rather definitely recorded by 'the juvenile courS

:4
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records. A report of the Juvenile Court of Memphis for the nionths
of June to Decembf, 1918, inclusive, is suggestive. During'. this
time the court handled 548 cases; of this number 4564 or 82 per cent,
were delinquents. The, fact that 75 per mit of these children were
released for satisfactory conduct at the end of ,the probationary
period sho.ws that they are not vicious, but that ninny of the offenses
grew out of the spirit of play. With the lack 64 occupation, as
shown by the children's own repdrts, it, is little wonder that pur-
suance of the play instincts leads to mischievous activities.

Under city conditions one of the activities for children that has
educational and occupational value is lome gardening, if this activ-
itS has definite direction. In order to determine the possibilities
for this work in Memphis, statistics' were collected on the number
of gardens at the homes of school children, the number*of children
who Inw oe gardens of theirown or help in the home garden, and the
availability of space for gardening. Reports were received from
6,693 'children's, rafir'esenting 6,469 biomes. Of the umber of chil-
dren reporting, 2,946 lived in homes boxing a garden. As the num-
ber of children is greater than th'e number of homes-. thci same gar-
den has been irported in a few cases by more than one child. The
reportS show that 1,90.2 .children help with. the work in the home
- garden, and 1,115. have a honie-garden space of their own. In some
caw the same children help with the general home garden and also
have a garden plat of their own. This number of .children doing
garden work, while not as huge as .it should be, is commendable,
and is undoubtedly due to the campaign for Garden. Army enlist-
ments. /The total number of children who do some garden work in

the grades studied is 3,017. which, with the enrolltent eighth-
.gtade pupils, would give about the 3,800 Meniphis.children Iej)orted
as.enrolled in the United States School Garden Army.

Mali:Wes on hbnic gardening.

Children.
Numbor
report-

ing.

NNumber Number
of homes childrenIna .

repro-
sented g'""e"'st home.

IC outlier
working
in home
gardens.

Number
having

own
gardens,

White children 4,967 4,965 2,283 1,301 906

'Colored children 1,720 1,004 I 663 519 309

Total 6,693 6,469 1 2,946 1,902 1,115

, A
AVAILk'BLE SPACE FOR GARDENING.

With the; exception of the business section along the iiiver and the.
congested section ,near this pitied and along the railrOads, the resi-
dential sections ofigemphis are open and the building lots large.. .
The available bite rd garden space at the homes of the 1,400 white

__________ . ____:_jill
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children is 4,052,837 square feet, or an avenge plat of a little more
than 50 by 55 feet for each child. A total home-garden space of
503,383 square feet is reported by 438 colored children, or an average
plat per child of 25 by 45 feet. Taking both white and colored
children into consideration, the 1,898 children report a total area of
104.6 acres.

itailabilaw of garden space as shown by measuring back yards.

r Chlldron.
i

4 -

Number
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ineusur-
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gar on
space.

, '
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White childnil
Colored eh ildrn

Total

1,460 567
438 393

50 by 55
23 by 45

4,052,837
503,383

1,898 I 960. 4,550,220
...

Of total report ing 0,772.

Aside from the use of gardening as a productive,: educational
activity, there are some. other .agricultural pursuits that may be
'used to occupy the time of the cltildeen. Of the 6,693 children re-
pating, poultry is kept at 1,795 homes. Practically all' of these
homes are in the more open suburban OP semisuburban sections of
the city, and it is unfortunate that in thge same sections the chil-
dren have more occupation than is the case in-the thickly popUlated
sections. Pigeons are kept at 379 tomes and rabbits at. 405. It
seems that in most cases pigeons and rabbits are kept as pets rather
than for their economic importance as food. Where. the-possibility
of keeping animals for their economical value is knind, the care
of poultry, pigeons, and rabbits furnishes a. home activity for chil-
dren from which Much real knowledge can be gained.

Other occupalional activities of the home.
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COST OF vit4grABLE FOODS.

fUnder city eortditiotp at present children are almost completely.
consumers. The boy an the farm, when he returns from school,
has definite occupations that save the time of an adult and yet are
often as skillfully done Ay the child. Country Children are..thus real
earners in the home: Because city childrenlave not bean id*
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opportuniq to produce their share of the family expense, the eco-
nomic burden has become so great that many have been compelled to
leave school before the completion of the grade courses in order that
they may become wage earners. If a plan could be worked out
whereby these children could engage in occupations outside the bonus
which had sonic -educational .value, as in the keeping of animals or
the making of gardens, and still attend school, it is possible that the
period of school attendance might be extemled for several years.

It is very difficult to give an accurate estimate of the average ex-
pense of vegetables for a family of five for one year in the 'Memphis
district. Standards of living vary so much that it would he necessary
from a standi'oint of accuracy to collect figures from a number of
different sections. The estimates submitted by the teachers on the
cost of vegetable foods for a family of five range from $7)7 to $395 per
year. The majority of the estimates, however, range from $110 to
$150, which is somewhere near the accurate average figure. If this
item of family expense alone Aconsidered, the child who can produce
enough vegetable foodg to-supply the home will become of real eco-
nomic importance to the home.'

TEACHERS' TRAINING.

In order to determine the possibility, of school-directed home
occupatiOns, gardening and the care .of small animals of economic
importance, it is necessary to obtain statistics on training of teach-
ers now in'iservice to direct these home agricultural activities. A

few of the teachers have taken_ agricultural courses at colleges and
normal schools andiare well qualified to dieet these occupations
in a practical way. Memphis is fortunate in having a State normal
.school, with a strong agricultural. department, on the outskirts of
the. city, at which. the teat ers now in service in the Memphis
schools could receive practical instruction. It is the chief ;duty of
a State normal 'to supply elementary teachers. Since there is now
a demand for a large number' of teac'hem who are trained th'eo-
retically and practically in conducting home-garden. work with
children, .the.State Normal School 'at Memphis should become . a
leading influence in training .such teachers for the western district
of, tip State. The work 'at the normal school could be made more
practical and alsp 'of 'distinct assistance to the gardeir work of

-city of Memphis if the agricultural students could be Used as
garden- practice teachers in the district of the city. near the school:
This- plan has been Worked out satisfictorily.by_normal schools in
other sections of the Country. -

. .

'Ihe'school.attenclauce do3trietan1 Memphis, in most cases, divide
-city in unifint schools are centers of po011a#On
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of these districts and are the best units of division and most satis-
factory centers fr which to supervise the educational, occupa-
tional activities of tie children. Tlte children are in the habit of

.- coming to the school for instruction, and' for a little mote than half
of the year are assembled so fliQt_ instruction may be given to
groups -without loss of time.- In directing tlk home activities, start-
ing from the school as a center, home-visiting teachers would not

. be required tolivalk long diseates. .
One home- visiting teacher is required to each 100 to 150 Children.

SC Ms two or moryteachers, would- be required in most of the
A =phis schools ttiVtaiduct the'ho roject work with the charm
in grades 4 to 8, inchisive. By dividi he children according to
districts, this would cut down the amount i if territory each teacher
is required to cover. A . Cr

/ 4
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN

, ' GARDENING.

I. Memphis children are sant of schoo1.141 days of the, year, exclu-
sive otSmidays, and on school days they are free for four or five
lion*. -

2; During school hours the present courses of study in Memphis
ai not vitalized to any extent. by-manual training, domestic science,

/nature study, or field excusions in connection with geography or
/ other subjects.

3. At. present the schools' do' not reach out into the out-of-Achool
hours or ,vacation period to stimulate educational activities except
as was done in gardening up to the close of the schopl session of this
year.

4. During the ot-of-school hours only 15 per cent of, the 0,772
children repo4ing have definite employment, away from the home.
and 14 per cent in vacation. Sixty-three per cent. of thechildren-
!lave sonic employment at home, but as this employment is less tiiim .

'one hour per day, there are still four-hours on school d4i.ys and six
to eight hours during vacation when the children do not have deft;
nite employment. Even when three hours. per day are u r
occupational activities, there 'would still he left sufficient ti
play and home study. 4 .

5. At present the lack of employment often leads to malicious miiii
chief that brings the child to the juvenile court.

0. At the present time. there are enough activities in tha hones of

'0' nized. if definite. direction were Provided by the'sc4hools.
n ut half the children, so that definite home occupations might be

7. There is enough available space so that -home .0r.v-neant IntIgar-
dens might be 'furnished for praCtically all of the ihildren. The. , ..
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school tlistricts are well laid out for the supervision of these home.
activities.

B. A few teachers are trained to direct home gardening and addi-
tional training can be received at the normal school 'Vented near the
boundaries of the city.

9. There is need for purposeful education for all of thin upper-
grade children in the Memphis public schools. To round out the
academic education that is now being given, the school should extend
its influence in a practical way to the out-of-school time of the child.
Under city conditions. such education is needed and the school is
the logical. agency to promote such work efficiently and economically.

10. School-directed' home. gardening is not new, and the economic
value of the *plan has been demonstated:,in many cities. By this
plan a regalar grade teacher is employed tp teach gatlening as a
school .subjett during one. or tsso class periods e:kcli week. This same
teacher should, after school hours, on Satorday,,and during the
sumwer vacation, visit the tomes of the children and give practical
instinctioli in ba yard gardening. The teacher must, of course.
receive son . tra salary for the extra work. In other southern
cities, where this plan is being carried out: the extra salary varies
from $200 to $350 per year. This dukes not mean that extra teachers
must be added to the egular staff, but rather that some of the regulhi
teachers are selected and trained for this kind of additional teaching;

:One such teacher will be needed for each 100 to l5) children:Tor
the present school enrollment about 50 white and 17 colored part-time

. garden teachers will be needed. The. feasibility of this plan might
be demonstrated by employing 10 write and 5 colored teachers for
the first year and adding other teachers each year until the required
number for all schools are employed. Considering the number-ot
teachett employed in this work, when a complete plan is- put into
operation a supervisOr will be required to-train and direct the teaehe
ern. representative' of the Farm Bureau quay act as such super-
eisor, but in this clime should receive official appointment from the
board of education, and act under the aireetion of muhreiritt toithe
city superintendent of schools.

*'* 11.By mea'suring their back yards, len than on&fourth the' chil--
dre,ri enrolled in the gramma-school grades found a total available
garden area of 04.6 acres. If this land produced vegetalileg at fhe
rate of $200 per were, n.total money value of $20,920 would be saved
to the, Memphis homes..Tlie. average prodhctton per act .of children
who' have kept account of tho value of their garden products is more
than $500. If all of the children of Memphis conld take up gardening
on a similar scale the va1rio pflthe products would be about $140,000...

to




